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1.* INTRODUCTION

An initial study of a technique proposed for the nondestructive testing

of metal matrix composites Is the subject of this report. These composites

are manufactured in the form of approximately 1/2-im-dimeter "precursor"

wires. Larger structures are fabricated by diffusion bonding of lay-ups.

Reliable nondestructive quality control indicators of wire integrity have not

yet been developed although a number of possibilities are being examined.1

Testing of the precursor wires Is difficult because current manufacturing

processes produce wires that may be entirely satisfactory but that vary in

cross-sectional geometry, in surface properties, and sometimes in the mount

of matrix material that is present. Techniques based on observations of wire

resistance, surface emissivity, and sound emission signatures are difficult to

interpret because of these characteristics.* Wire imaging using X-ray or

neutron techniques is also difficult because large lengths of wire must be

examined with a resolution in the plane of the wire exceeding 50 line pairs

per millimeter. It is difficult to obtain such resolution with techniques

that don't use film; also, with these techniques, there Is the added burden of

a large (approximately 105 pieces of information per centimeter of wire)

amount of data that must be processed and automatically analyzed using some

flaw detection algorithm. The technique investigated in this study uses x

or y rays (neutrons could also be used) but not in an imaging mode. The

munt of data that must be processed is reduced by a factor of about 104.

Additionally, the possibility of very simple flaw, no-flaw signal level

criteria is presented so that only minimal data analysis is required.

Consider the situation depicted in Fig. 1. The wire is submerged in and
dram through a liquid bath that has precisely the same linear attenuation

coefficient for the radiation being used as a nominally Ideal or standard

wire, averaged over Its cross section. As shown in Fig. 1, the immersed wire

is illuminated with x rays, and a detector is placed so that it receives

radiation from an area corresponding to the complete cross section of the wire

and from a length that is arbitrary but assumed in this study to be one wire

7



DETECTOR VOLUME OUTER ELECTRODES
RLLED WITH KRYPTON MONITORING SOURCE

STRENGTH AND
TWO BATH TRANSMISSION

i I ""TRANSMISSION
4\

NOTE: ALL THREE ELECTRODES

X-RAY WNDOW CLOSE TO GROUND POTENTIAL

PRESSURE WINDOW W M(cathodel HELD WIRE IMMERSED
AT -20 TO IN FLUID AND-25 kV MOVING LONGITUDINALLY

Fig. 1. Sketch of Composite Wire Composition Detector Shoving
Wire Immersed In Absorbing Fluid
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diameter. Immediately adjacent to the f irst detector, a second balanced

detector is used as a reference detector by monitoring x-ray transmission

through only the bath material. The signals from the two detectors are

compared. If the wire has a standard or ideal composition, both signals will

be the same. However, if the wire is not standard, the first detector will

give a different signal level than the reference detector. By placing

tolerances on the permissible differences between the two signals, a simple

method is available for indicating the departure of a wire from its standard

composition. Note that the liquid bath automatically adjusts for changes in

the wire cross-sectional area and geometry. Thus, the technique is sensitive

only to changes in the wire's average composition but not to size or shape

variations. In the remainder of the report, we study theoretically and

experimentally a number of questions associated with the implementation of

this proposed technique.

'i..9



II. ANALYSIS

The problem of detecting voids or composition anomalies in a composite

wire comprised of a matrix material (N) and a fiber (f) is considered. The

wire Is drawn through a bath that has a linear attenuation coefficient equal

to the perfect or standard wire, as shown schematically in Fig. 1. The

analysis will be done using aperture theory as it is applied to the study of

diagnostic radiographic examinations. 2 The nomenclature used in the analysis

is given In Fig. 2. A gas-filled, high pressure ionization chamber that has a

relatively high resolution imaging capability Is assumed to be the detector. 3 - 5

The detector selection is dictated by stability, noise injection, and resolu-

tion requirements. A more detailed discussion of the detector selection pro-

cam is presented in another section of this report. In this analysis

section, only statistical noise associated with the x-ray photons will be

considered. Other noise sources will be Investigated in the experimental

portion of this work.

The target selected i this study was a length of wire equal to one

noinnal diameter; thus the target aperture Is AT - D2 . The image area or

aperture at the detector is Ai where

Ai -MT 2 A + (Sr -1)AFS +AD (1)

Zero, NT is the target magnification and is given by

d + L+ dA

!Ta ds + (L/2)

Because the field Illuminated by the x rays is of limited extent and the

target is thin, the effects of scattered radiation can 
be neglected.

6

The x-ray source will be specified by giving its output at an energy E

and a distance of 100 cm as 0o(1) photons/cm2 sec k*V. For a unit energy

interval the fluence rate at the target Is hue 0 (E) (do + L/2)- 2104 .

11



X-RAY GENERATOR
I I FOCAL SPOT,
I I APERTURE AFS

ds II
I I
I I
I I

I .~...-WIRE DIAMETER, 0
BATH DEPTH, L

dA I WIRE IMAGE SIZE
| x ,/I AT DETECTOR Ai

DETECTOR, RESOLUTION
DESCRIBED BY
APERTURE AD

Fig. 2. Schematic Diagram fefining Nnnenclature for the
Analysis
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The primary photon fluence rate in the image plane is

1 (E)104 exp[-4STD(E)LI/(d. + L/2)2 lM2  (3)

where PSTD(9) is the absorption coefficient of the bath and the standard

wire. The number of photons in the image area Ai for an exposure time <t> is

<t> 0E10 'xp[-PS1E)LJA I (E) A (4)
(da + L/2)

2 2MT 2

For photons of energy E absorbed in a detector, the signal resulting from

the absorption is, to a first approximation, proportional to the photon

energy. Thus, the photons are weighted by their energy and by the absorption

coefficient. The number of events that are recorded is *1(E)Ain(E), where

n(E) is the detector absorption efficiency. The standard deviation of absorb-

ed energy is thus [n(E)fI(E)AI]1 /2 A , where AE is the difference in energy

between the energy E and the nearest absorption edge. Contributions from K

fluorescence and Auger electrons, which can be important (10 - 30%), are

,Ignored and need not be considered at this point.

If radiation with a spectrum of energies is present, the sum over all

energies becomes

I E mx 4 
22x;2 

1/2

<t> 0o(E)IO4At exp[-pm(E)L]n(E)(AE) (d + L/2)-2T dE] (5)

For a target of aperture AT the signal for photons of energy E will be

f<t> Ia(E) exp(- sTDL)[f AP()t dAT]rlO 4&En(E)I/(d + L/2)2  (6)
AT

13_4
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"* where AP(E) is the difference in linear absorption coefficients between a wire

and the standard wire. Following Reference 2, we will make the assumption

that

-1l rjATj A(E)t dAT - A(E) eff

with

A;' f TdA = eff ' 0.7D

where D is the wire diameter. Integrating over all photon energies results in

E

AT f max <t> So(E)exp STDE)LA(E) e 4 AEn(E)(d + L/2)2dE (7)

for the absorbed energy associated with the signal.

The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is

E" Emax

a 0 t> ,o(E)expl-USTD(E)LIj&(E)effATI0 4 (ds + L12)-2 En(E)dE

ERmax

{f <t> ,o(E)10 4(ds + L/2) -2- 2 Aiexp[-/STD(E)L(E)2(E)dE}1/2
MTAep[ISDE0L )r~Ed}(8)

In order to relate this expression to the normally measured output of an

x-ray tube EM in Roentgens per second (R/s), we have

f 10 Emax (P en/P)AIR -9
4 0 o(E) K K E(1.6 x 10 )dE (9)

where dm is the distance at which &M is measured. The energy absorption

coefficient for air [( en/p) AIR was obtained from Reference 7. The form of

O (E), which has units of photons/sec cm2keV, is assumed to be Kramer's
expression,8

14
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E$ (E) - C(E - E)exp -[pIN (E)lINIiJ (10)
0 max IH II

?.4

Here, PiINH(E) will be assumed to be for aluminum and XIN will depend on

the x-ray generator. A typical value for IINH may be 0.5 mm* so

E$0(E) - C(Emax - E)exp -pINH(E)0.05 (II)

and C, which has units of photons/cm2 sec keV, can be evaluated as

2 E
1 4 (Emax - E)exp[-M A3(E)0.05] (Pen/P)AIRP .6 x 10-9 )d

(12)

Here, K is the energy absorbed in 1 gm of air that represents I R (87

ergs, and 1 keV - 1.6 x 10 - 9 ergs).

It is of interest to estimate the current that the detector produces. If

- it is assumed that the area of one electrode segment is AL and that approxi-4,'

mately 0.024 keV is required for the creation of an electron-ion pair in

krypton,1 0 we get, assuming A1 - M2A
T T

max exp [-STD(E)L 4 -19

i Ai f (E) 10 (AE/0.024)n(E)(1.6 x 10 )dE0 o Cds +L + dA)2  (13a)

Also, the actual signal current (in amperes) corresponding to expression (7)

and assuming At l4./AT, is

I A max exp[-ST)(E)L]  4 -19

is A f 0(E) (d + L + dA)2 AM(E) tefflO4(AE/O.O24)r(E)(1.6 x 1 )dE

(13b)
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It is necessary to deteraine (), which requires some assumptions about

the nature of the anomalies in the composite wires. After studying several

sample vire cross sections, we found that in many cases the matrix material

simply did not penetrate the fiber bundle. The fibers appear to be distri-

buted in a configuration independent of the presence or lack of matrix

material. Thus, the anomalies appeared to be best approximated by a model

that assumes an air void or simple lack of matrix material with the volume

fractions (X) related such that

X + XV= XMSTD (14a)

and

Xf - XfSTD (b)

The subscript STD represents the ideal or standard composite wire. For

this situation, if v (E) refers to a wire that is being tested,

"(3) - PSTD - PW - XvPM(E) (15)

Another possibility for modeling an anomalous wire is that the compost-
tion changes, but there are no voids. For this case

N ()( - Pf) + f(E)(PM - PW) (16)
MW(s - (PM+ -_f (Pf)

Note that the standard wire is such that

N4(Z)(PSTD - Pf) + if(E)(P - PSTD) (17)

''TD: ( - Pf) (Px - Pf)

Still another possibility Is that the wires, because of their

construction, have a fixed mount of fiber but varying amounts of matrix

material, along with possible voids. In this case there is no readily

specified "standard" wire, and it is appropriate for the bath to have an

16
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absorption coefficient equal to the matrix material absorption coefficient.

We use the same image area as In the previous analysis. (Actually we might

want to look at slightly larger image areas to ensure that all of the wire

material is always in view.) The detection task is to observe voids in a

matrix material In the presence of the fibers. The transmission through the

matrix material with a volume fractton of fibers X f (and XK - 1 - Xf) is given

by

V(E) - IM(E)IC + If(E)Xf(8

Here, the primes indicate that the amount of matrix material or its equivalent

bath material is determined by the bath dimension L and not simply by the -

nominal wire diameter. We will use superscript primes to denote this case for

the volume fraction. The basic photon fluence that provides the noise is the

same as in expression (3), except that ;(E) replaces UPSm)(E) and expression

(5) becomes

1m 1/2
9max -2 4 -2 21/

f <t> 0(E)exp[-;(E)L]At 10 (do + L/2) (AE) n(-)dEI (19)
0

The signal is

E max 4 2

f <t> o (E)exp[--(E)LjAP(E)LlO (do + L/2) A (E)dE (20)
005

The Zv(S) can be determined from Eq. (14), with X appropriate to the present

problem (i.e., based on both matrix and matrix equivalent materials.) Thus we

have

ru(m - NXv(21)

Again note that the Xv is based on the bath depth and not on the wire

diameter.

17
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Other target models are possihle and will be considered in a later paper

if appropriate. Information on the nature of the defects might also be

obtained by using two x-ray beams with different average energies.
1 1

'pJ
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I'll. CUATED RESULTS

Using the expressions developed in the preceding section, we have made

calculations for SNR [Eq. (8)1 and current [Eq. (13)) with the target mo~del

given by Eq. (21). The composite was assumed to be graphite fibers In an

aluminum matrix. The wire void fraction Xv was assumed to be 0.01, the bath

thickness 0.125 cm, and the nominal wire diameter 0.0625 cm. The detector, as

represented by n(E) and A(E), was assumed, for some of the calculations, to be

a perfect detector with ri(E) - 1 and EK - 0. For other calculations, a high

pressure krypton or Freon detector was modeled by having ii(E) - 1 but EK -

14.0 key. The carbon was assumed to have a density pc a 2.00 gm/cm3, and the

aluminum PAl - 2.70 gm/cm3. The mass absorption coefficients used for carbon

and aluminum were obtained from Reference 12. The discrete values from

Reference 12 were fitted with polynomials for purposes of the computations.

The calculations were all done with the assumption that the output of the

x-ray source resulted in a measured exposure of 1 R/sec at 100 cu. These

values substituted Into Eq. (12) provide a 6for each kVp or Emax used in the

calculations. The resultant values of SNR and current must be adjusted to

account for the actual output of x-ray sources. A typical industrial X-ray

source with a nominal 0.5 am focal spot, no liquid cooling, tungsten target,

nd 0.51 am of Al added filtration (in order to match 
the 0.50 sM inherent

filtration assumed in the calculations since this source had a beryllium

window) has an increasing output with Increasing Emax (kVp), as shown in

Fig. 3. This particular source will be used to convert the calculated SNR's

and currents to predictions for a realistic composite wire quality control

device.

With the conditions just described, using the calculated N/R012

reslts(noe &100 <t -R 100) shown in Fig. 4, we have predicted the
electrode current, based on the source of Fig. 3, for a high pressure gas

Ionization detector. The results are shown in Fig. 5. Note that all the

II

calculations are for an x-ray source to target distance of 10 cm. Other

geometric parameters have been varied, with dA going from. 0.1 to 10 ca and the

19
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O.O3

TUBE OUTPUT AT 100 cm
FAXITRON - 0.51 mm Al ADDED FILTRATION

0.02-

o MEASUREMENTS

.r

0.01

0.00
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

kVp IkeVI

Pig. 3 Experimental Output of Faxitron X-Ray Unit in
Roentgens/sec at to cM
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4~ RESULTS FOR 1% VOID FRACTION

CALCULATIONS, n = 1 DETECTOR, K EDGE AT 14.0 keV, "
30 LENGTH OF WIRE OBSERVED EQUALS

1 WIRE DIAMETER

20 1 OdA = .1cm, AFs = 0.01cm2

& dA = 0cm, AFs = 0.01cm2

1 dA = 10.0 cm, AF = 0.01 a 2

* dA = 10.0 cm, AFS = 0.0225 cm2

10 20 30 40

Eme IkeV)

Fig. 4. Calculated SPR per Unit Exposure of 1 Void Fraction
in a Composite Wire
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1-9 CONDITIONS
E TARGET
_ 0 -

1%VOID IN ALUMINUM
cc MATRIX, CARBON COMPOSITE
SWIRE, 0.625 mm DIA

,, jDETECTOR

'1 = 1.0
,. EK = 14.0 keV
"" / AD = 0.0

- 10 SYSTEM GEOMETRY
10= 10.0 cm

dA = 0.1cm

AFS = 0.01 cm2

ELECTRODE SIZE
ELECTRODE WIDTH EQUAL
TO WIRE IMAGE WIDTH

S/ AT DETECTOR, LENGTH
I OF WIRE OBSERVED

EQUAL TO 10 WIRE DIA
10- 111 1 I I I I I

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
Emax IkeVI

Fig. 5. Calculated Center Electrode Current of Composite Wire
Monitor for Exposure to Source in Fig. 3, but d. - 10 cm
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focal spot aperture AFS taking values of 0.01 and 0.0225 cm2. The length of

wire observed for the results in Fig. 5 was assumed to be 10 wire diameters

(6.25 amn).

* The SNR results in Fig. 4 indicate that there is an optimum in SNR/R 
1/2
100

at an Emxof approximately 26 key. However, the picture is different when

4the change of tube output with Emx(Fig. 3) is taken into account. A typical
electrode current curve is shown in Fig. 5, it exhibits a monotonic increase

.14 with voltage. SNR and signal current [Eq. (13b)] are shown in Fig. 6. The

P SNR monotonically increases with increasing Ema to 45 keV, which was the
Sma

limit of the calculations, although after about 30 keV the increases are not

very significant. Conversely, the signal current increases significantly

throughout the voltage range considered. The usable lowjer limit to Emax Wiill

be determined by system electronic noise or detector absorption efficiency,

with system noise likely representing the most serious problem; hwever, this

limit will depend on the details of the injected noise characteristics. This

question will be discussed further in the section of this report on experimen-

tal results. For our example, the signal current is of the order of X pa

(-0.005 for a 20-keV average photon energy and Xv~ - 0.01) times the total

detector current. In the experimental section, the signal currents will be

compared to observed detector system dark currents.

In the analysis of this section, it was assumed that the bath had an

absorption coefficient equal to the nominally standard wire or in some cases

to the matrix material. For a monochromatic x-ray beam, this assumption

A presents no difficulty. However, for the case of polychromatic beams, In

order to be rigorously correct, the assumption requires an exact match of

* absorption coefficients over a range of photon energies. In general, this

match will not occur because the bath will be conveniently a liquid solvent

with an added high atomic number solute. A question then arises concerning

the modeling. Consider as an example the target model that matches the bath

to the absorption coefficient of matrix material. Is there a spurious signal

if the amount of matrix material changes but the wire is otherwise sound? For

N the case of graphite fiber-aluminum matrix wire, if the aluminum volume frac-

* tion changes significantly but the void fraction (relative to the bath depth)

23
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remains constant, the question is whether the aluminum volume fraction change

will cause an indication of a void fraction change. This question is

addressed in the following paragraphs; it turns out that aluminum volume

fraction changes do not present a problem and there is in fact some advantage

in having slightly mismatched absorption coefficients as a function of photon

4- energy.

En order to answer this question, it is best to do specific calcula-

tions. We have chosen to examine the case of an aluminum matrix-graphite

fiber wire in a bath that matches the aluminum absorption coefficient. For

the bath, water with varying concentrations of iodine is assumed. Conve-

niently, the iodine comes bound in organic, water soluble compounds that have

been developed for medical diagnostic x-ray applications. In the calculations

we have done in this section, which are only for illustrative purposes, the

small effect of the binding material has been ignored. We have also chosen to

stay below the X( edge of iodine for the maximum photon energies used in these

particular calculations.

It is of interest to look at the general problem of matching absorption

coefficients for a polychromatic beam. Consider the sketch in Fig. 7. In

this figure, if PM and the VwE) are the linear absorption coefficients for

the bath and standard wire (or matrix material), respectively, two possibili-

ties [apart from the trivial one of %B(E) !- PW(E)] present themselves and are

shown in the figure. For Fig. 7(a), the bath curve drops off more slowly than

the wire curve. The bath curve can be moved vertically by changing the amount

of solute without dramatic shape or slope changes, at least over a reasonable

4 range of photon energies. In this situation the crossing energy or monochro-

matic beam energy where PW(E) - I1B (E) decreases as the solute concentration

increases. Polychromnatic beams will behave In a qualitatively similar manner

with the beam energy for balanced attenuation decreasing as the solute concen-

tration Increases. If the absorption coefficient curves are similar to those

In Fig. 7(b), the reverse happens, and the balance energy increases as the

solute concentration Increases.
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rig. 7(b). Samte as 7(a), but for Case Where Bath Has a Steeper

Drop In Absorption Coefficient than the Wire
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As a specific case, consider the question of aluminum in a bath. The

volume fraction of aluminum and bath are XAl and K., respectively. A linear

attenuation coefficient is defined for the aluminum-bath mixture as

P(E) - P Al (E)X Al + P B (E)X B (22)

The corresponding energy absorbed in the detector is

E A f E t> (E) e-;(E)L (AE)n() dE (23)

0 0 l0-4(d + L + dA) 2

Now the bath attenuation coefficient can be written as

u1(E) - ,s rp( E) ] + P ' (24)BS LP--S "1 " Ht-- IH

where the subscripts S and R refer to solvent and heavy solute, respectively.

If we require that the detector's absorbed energy is unchanging for small

changes in XAL (and hence XB since XAL + XB - 1), the derivative with respect

to XAL of the absorbed energy ratioed to the absorbed energy is

1 Oz (25)
f axA

This equation, which can be derived from Eq. (23), can be solved numeri-

cally to find N as a function of Emax . For an iodine in water bath, the

iodine concentration is shown in Fig. 8 as a function of the Eax required to

satisfy Eq. (25). Note the decreasing Ema x as OH is increased. As can be

seen, the E,9 required for halance is quite sensitive to pm.

In order to evaluate the proposed bath-target balance for polychromatic

beaus with finite changes in X further computations have been made. In

these computations, the detector signal at varying XAl ratioed to the signal

at X A 0.5 was calculated for a p, - 0.340 gm/cm3 and Ema x  23.825 keV.

.27
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( The results are shown in Fig. 9, which reveals a very small change in detector

signal for substantial changes in XA

From the preceding work, it was concluded that it is advantageous to have

* . slightly different u~ vs E slopes for the bath and the material that is being

matched. This permits the use of Emxto fine tune the matching. It was also

concluded that there should be no significant effect resulting from the normal

differences in composite wire sizes (*20%).
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IV- DEETRSEETO

As is evident from the calculations presented in the previous section,

the detector system mst provide good stability and low noise injection.

Secause of the small anomalies that are to be detected, only errors less than

about one part in ten thousand should be introduced by the detector system.

This problem Is similar to the stuation in some types of x-ray computed axial

tomography scanners where lack of stability leads to Image artifacts, and
significant detector noise injection is diagnostically unacceptable. For the

types of scanners most sensitive to artifacts, high pressure ionization

chambers have been selected by their manufacturers because of stability and

low noise injection. The present application has an additional requirement

for a certain amount of imaging or resolution capability, in order to resolve

the wire images so that there is negligible cross talk between the electrode

- .~ sensing the wire transmission and the reference electrodes. High pressure

imaging ionization chambers have been developed for medical X-ray diagnostic

purposes over the past several years and typically may have a detector aper-

ture of 0.03 m2 .4 , 1 4 For our initial development work in this study, we have

chosen to use imaging ionization chambers with a segmented sensing electrode.

The imaging chamber works in the manner shown in Fig. 1. X-ray photons are

N absorbed in the imaging gas which, for our purposes, will be krypton or Freon

13B1 (containing bromine). The photoelectrons and Auger electrons that are

produced as a result of the absorption events have a short range in the high

pressure gas and produce a relatively large numiber of electron-ion pairs. The

electric field causes the electrons (or more frequently, negative Ions) and

positive ions to migrate to opposite electrodes. Very little lateral diffu-

sion takes place if the electric field is greater than about 1500 V/rn, so the

x-ray intensity distribution is reflected in the charge density distribution
at either electrode. For this study, we are interested in the imaging charac-

teristic only because it is necessary to have a well defined wire image area,

$ so that the Inner electrode in Fig. 1 can be made nearly equal to the diameter

of the magnified image of the wire at the detector. If the inner electrode is

made any larger, the SWR is reduced proportionately.
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In addition to the electrode configuration shown In Fig. 1, there Is the

Ipossibility of an equivalent but geometrically different arrangement, such as
that shown In Fig. 10. This configuration produces the same Information as
that of Fig. 1, provided the total inner electrode current is only from the

Image area. However, the configuration requires significantly less potential

difference between the electrodes because the electrode gap Is only 3 me
compared to 1 to 2 cm for the first configuration. The gas depth required
along the x-ray beam direction of propagation is dictated by the pressure

* (conveniently, 10 atm) and the x-ray energy. Typically, I to 2 cm will

provide practically complete absorption below 25 keV.

* Because we were concerned with such noise injection possibilities as

leakage currents, we decided to try the second electrode configuration. This

configuration permits the use of a maxisum potential of about 4000 to 500 V

across the electrodes compared to approximately 25,000 V for the first

geometry.

A photograph of the detector used in our preliminary experiments Is shown

* In Fig. 11. This detector proved to be quite satisfactory with an observed
leakage current of 10712 A. The electrodes are vapor deposited gold on glass

* slides with a 3-m gap maintained between the electrodes. Care was taken to

Insulate the electrode leads so that only well defined areas of the electrodes

were active. The three segmented electrodes each had a width of 1 M. In

Fig. 11 the x-ray. would come from below and pass between the two rod-mounted

* glass plates, which are the substrates for the electrodes. The plates and

their electrodes are normally Inside the cylindrical pressure chamber shown in

* Fig. 12. The lower metal flange In Fig. 11 Is inverted in actual use and is

the upper flange of the pressure cylinder or detector chamber of Fig. 12.

Mounted on top of the detector chamber in Fig. 12 is the bath and test

wire feed-through. which are the small tubes forming a concave upward curve on

either side of the bath housing. The bath and wires can be translated normal

* to the wires' axes by the micrometer shown in Fig. 12.
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- Fig. 12.* Photograph of Wire Holder and Bath
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W. UXPRIINTAL REMILTS

Experiments were conducted using the x-ray generator, whose output is

shown in Fig. 3. The purpose of the experiments was, first, to establish the

validity of the calculations as a significant system design tool, and second,

to obtain preliminary measurements on selected composite wires.

* The electrode configuration for the detector has been illustrated in Fig.

11. The bath and wire positioning system are shown in Fig. 12. To establish

some confidence in the calculations, it is appropriate to compare calculated

and experimental values of the electrode current and the balance energy Lma.

for a known iodine concentration in the bath.,4
i.4 The bath liquids were the cosmercial contrast agents Renografin 60 and

76. These liquids contain 0.290 and 0.370 gm/cu3 of iodine, respectively. In

addition, center electrode current measurements were made for a 1.23-mr-thick

sheet of aluminum used as an attenuator.

The results compared to the expected values of center electrode current

measurements versus tube voltage are shown in Fig. 13. The measured currents

agree very well with the predictions. We conclude from this that the

calculations represent a valid design tool.

From measurements with the Renografin 60 and 76, as well as with the

aluminum, effective attenuation coefficients based on the current measurements

could be obtained for these substances. The results are shown in Fig. 14.

They show that the two bath solutions do have effective attenuation coef-

ficient vs Sa x curves very such as illustrated in Fig. 7. The results are

not sufficiently accurate in these preliminary measurements to say whether the

aluminum curve corresponds to the Fig. 7(a) or 7(b) situation. Also, the

iodine concentration that approximately balances the alumianum is somewhat

below the values shown in Fig. 6. This is not really surprising as the bath

solution is not simply water and iodine but contains a number of other

chemicals. The most significant result is that the bath behaves qualitatively

in the manner that was predicted.
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Some preliminary studies have been done on composite wires. A conven-
tional film radiograph was taken of an aluminum wire, as weil as "good" and
"bad" composite wires. A set of -icrodensitometer traces of the film along an
arbitrarily selected path perpendicular to the wires is shown In Fig. 15(a)
and (b). In this fIgure, we present one set of traces with no bath fluid a'd
another set with a bath that approximately balances the good wire. As is
clear, there is a significant signal remaining at the position of the bad

wire, which is of course the expected result.

Finally, detector dark currents were masured and found to be around
10-12 A. Detector noise injection does not appear to be a serious problem.

"5
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Both calculations and preliminary experiments demonstrate that the pro-

posed technique for detecting voids and composition anomalies in precursor

composite wires is feasible. Using commercially available industrial x-ray

sources with stationary, uncooled anodes, void fractions in the 1 to 3% range

should be detectable at linear wire speeds of around 10 cm/sec. The resolu-

tion along the wire length would be about 1/2 cm. Higher linear speed or

better length resolution would be possible with more powerful x-ray generators

which are available.
9

The bath immersion strategy appears to be a valid way of removing the

uncertainties caused by geometric and physical property variations in graphite

fiber, aluminum matrix composite wires.
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LABORATORY OPRATIONS

The Laboratory Operations of The Aerospace Corporation Is conducting exper-

imental and theoretical investigations necessary for the evaluation and applica-

tion of scientific advances to new military space systems. Versatility and

flexibility have been developed to a high degree by the laboratory personnel in

dealing with the many problems encountered in the nation's rapidly developing

space systems. Expertise In the latest scientific developments is vital to the

accomplishment of tasks related to these problems. The laboratories that con-

tribute to this research are:

ArphZsics ILboratory: Launch vehicle and reentry aerodynamics and heat
transfer, propTlson chemistry and fluid mechanics, structural mechanics, flight
dynamics; high-temperature thermomechanics, gas kinetics and radiation; research
In environmental chemistry and contamination; cw and pulsed chemical laser
development including chemical kinetics, spectroscopy, optical resonators and
beam pointing, atmospheric propagation, laser effects and countermeasures.

Chemistry and Physics Laboratory: Atmospheric chemical reactions, atmo-
spheric optics, light scattering, state-specific chemical reactions and radia-
tion transport In rocket plumes, applied laser spectroscopy, laser chemistry,
battery electrochemistry, space vacuum and radiation effects ov materials, lu-
brication and surface phenomena, thermionic emission, photosensitive materials
and detectors, atomic frequency standards, and bioenvirornental research and
monitoring.

Electronics Research Laboratory: ticroelectronics, GaAs low-noise and
power devices, semiconductor lasers, electromagnetic and optical propagation
phenomena, quantum electronics, laser comaunications, lidar, and electro-optics;
communication sciences, applied electronics, semiconductor crystal and device
physics, radiometric imaging; millimeter-wave and microwave technology.

Information Sciences Research Office: Program verification, program trans-
lation, performance-sensitive system design, distributed architectures for
spaceborne computers, fault-tolerant computer systems, artificial intelligence,
and microelectronics applications.

Materials Sciences Laboratory: Development of new materials: metal matrix
composites, polymers, nd new forms of carbon; component failure analysis and
reliability; fracture mechanics and stress corrosion; evaluation of materials in
space environment; materials performance In space transportation systems; anal-
ysis of systema vulnerability and survivability in enemy-induced environments.

_ Space Sciences Laboratory: Atmospheric and ionospheric physics, radiation
from the atmosphere, density and composition of the upper atmosphere, aurorae
and airglow; magnetospheric physics, cosmic rays, generation and propagation of
plasma waves in the magnetosphere; solar physics, infrared astronomy; the
effects of nuclear explosions, magnetic stoms, and solar activity on the
earth's atmosphere, Ionosphere, and magnetospher; the effects of optical,
electromagnetic, and particulate radiatioa in space on space systems.
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